
Product Details:
Model name:  F998B hair curling tong for salon use
Shell material:  PET
MOQ:  1-100, 000pcs
Product size:  410mm length * width 45 mm
Advantage:  Ceramic barrels for curls and waves
Barrel:  Ceramic tourmaline barrels
Wire label:  Customized
Technical label:  Customized
Package:  PVC window box
Main markets:  Western Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East, North America 
Number of employees:  150-200 people
Annual turnover:  USD50-200 million

F998B catalog with blue barrels:
F998B, professional hair curler, hair curling iron, hair curling tong, ceramic barrel hair curler.
Hair curler for making ringlet curls, bouncy curls and flawless curls.

F998B other color options:
Barrel type can be changed into titanium barrel, instead of ceramic barrel.
Titanium barrel transfer the heat very well. It is light weight and heats up very quickly. Titanium is as strong as
steel and does not corrode.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hair-curling-iron.htm
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/19MM-travel-ceramic-curling-iron-for-home-use-purple-F998BC.html#.WCa_7fSussA
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/19MM-travel-ceramic-curling-iron-for-home-use-purple-F998BC.html#.WCa_7fSussA


 

Giftbox of F998B:
PVC window giftbox, with black velvet inner stand. One can see the product from the outside of the box.

F998B long curling iron marketing selling points:
* Professional long curling iron for salon use
* Super fast styling, long lasting curls.
* Create multiple styles, from volume, curls, waves and other styles
* Ceramic barrel promotes healthy, shiny results
* Double heater provide even heat over the entire barrel
* 60 minute auto shut off while stop using



Packaging & Delivery:

Packaging details:

* Giftbox packing
* 6.5 Size GB * 30.5.4 cm
* 24pcs/ctn
* Carton size: 44 * 19.6 * 21.4 cm
* G.W.: 16.2 KG
* N.W.: 6.0 KG
* 1 * 20GP: 14500pcs
* 1 * 40GP: 29000pcs

Delivery details: 30 days after the deposit

Instruction for use:
WARNING: To reduce the risk of burns, electrocution fire, or injury to persons:
An appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in.
Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near children or individuals with
disabilities.
Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use attachments not
recommended by the manufacturer.
Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug. If it is not working properly. Return the appliance
to a service center for examination and repair.
Keep the cord away from heated surfaces. Do not wind the cord around the appliance.
Never block the air opening of the appliance or place it on a soft surface, such as bed or couch, where the air
openings may be blocked. Keep the air openings free of Iint, hair, and the like.
Never use while sleeping.
Never drop or insert any object into opening or house.
Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol(spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being
administered.
Do not use an extension cord with this appliance.
This straightening iron is hot when in use. Do not let eyes or bare skin ouch heated surfaces.
Do not place the heated straightening iron directly on any surface while it is plugged in or not.



Other color of F998B curling iron:
F998B has a lot of other barrel colors, below is the F998B with yellow ceramic barrel.
Hot selling extra long hair curler for professional salon F998B

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hot-selling-extra-long-hair-curler-for-professional-salon-F998B.html#.WCa_lfSussA


 


